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on"entres
Hef:An geometry(8,2)

consists of a non-empty
set

S

--

whose elements
are called points

and a non-emptyset
1, whose

elements are
called Is such that:

(i) If= 1, then
1 =8

In line is a set
ofpoints)

(i) For every
two points 4,Q-73

there exists
a line le

2

where P-1 and QE

[there exists a line & through
P and Q]



(ii) Every line 1=1

contains at least

two points,
-

Note:IfPEM we say

that"Plies on 1"

"I passes through
P
"

Or 1

or "l goes through
P

Eltet(B,21 be an abstract

geometry. Let1,12 = 2

be lines. We say thatI,
and la

are allel written I, II 12,

ifeither 1, =fzur 1,112
=4



Hef: (Euclidean plane)
LeB =1R* =[(x,y)(x,y t(R]

~

. (x,e)

ene
&P =RI

We define
two kinds oflines.

Avertical
line is of the form
-

L
=[(x,y)e(R")x

=a)

GraemeII



Anon-vertical line is of the form
-

(n,n
=[(x,y)fR")y =mx +b3

where m, b are
fixed real numbers.

co,bl-↓
LetItconsistof

all vertical

and non-vertical lines

LetS =((R,2z)
Sis called the Eraplane



Ex:Consider the Euclidean
-

plane 3 =(1R2, 1E).

Heeone some
vertical lines:

&.in Lo

Wj
conu
So Lee
they
parallel



Some non-vertical lines: Myb
-

*
-2,3

cr"y
=x +1

y =
- zx - 3

↳, and L-2, are
S

notparallel because

↳1 -2 - 3

=5)-5,53



Therem:The Euclidean

plane 3= (R2, 2z) is an

abstractgeometry.

prof:
R2 and Iare

both non-empty.

(i) Both
hafIR2 and LmsFIR?.

(i) LetP
=(X., 31)

and Q
=(x2,32)

be points fromIR2. We need to

show there exists
a line through them.

1: Suppose x,
=x2.

Seta
=x,

=x-

Then both
P and QI<

lie on La.



Case 2: Suppose x iF X2.
-

y z
- Y,xdetSet M =

Then set⑱- mx,
We claim that

both P = (X,,3.)

and G =(X2, 421
lie on Lm, b.

Since b =y,-mx, we know y,Mx, tb

and so P
=(x, y, lies on Lm, b.

WhataboutQ
=(x2,4218

We have that

y-mxn
-bee-(y,-mx.)

=(z - 3.) - m(xz - xi)

= (Yz- 3.) - (xi)(x
- x)



=(yz- y.) - (y)
- yi) =0.

·So,Q=(xx,42) also
lies on him,b

(ii) A vertical line
Lat

contains at
leasttwo points,

for example (a,0) and (a,1).

A non-vertical line Lingb

contains atleast
two points,

for example (1,m +b)

and (2,2m+ b) are

both on Lib.*h

#


